Introduction
The increased budget deficit and public debt experienced by many OECD countries raises the issue of sustainability of the government finance in the long run, and its potential effects on the economy as a whole. Fiscal policy is constrained by the need to finance the government deficit, which over the longer term implies that the market value of public debt must be offset by the present value of all discounted future budget surpluses. In other words, the fiscal policy is sustainable if the discounted value of debt is zero in the limit. This is the essence of the sustainability hypothesis. If the hypothesis holds, then the ongoing fiscal policy can, at least in principle, be maintained indefinitely, whereas if it fails, then there is a need for discretionary policy actions. In particular, a failure F o r P e e r R e v i e w implies that the government will inevitably run into problems in managing its debt, thus requiring compensation in terms of higher interest rates leading to a slowdown in the economic growth. Thus, from a policy point of view, the issue of whether the sustainability hypothesis holds or not is indeed an important one. Because of this, and because of the growing concern regarding the debt situation in many OECD countries, sustainability analysis has received much interest in recent empirical research. Most of the earlier work in this field focused on the stationarity of public deficit and debt as a way to empirically test the sustainability hypothesis. Prominent examples include, among others, Wilcox (1989) , MacDonald (1992) , Hakkio and Rush (1991) and Quintos (1995) for the United States, Smith and Zin (1991) for Canada, for Italy, Olekalns (2000) for Australia, and perhaps most recently Kirchgaessner and Prohl (2006) for Switzerland. The overall picture being that the sustainability hypothesis does not hold.
As a response to this, more recent work has moved away from examining the stationarity of debt, and towards more flexible testing strategies based on cointegration. In particular, as shown by Quintos (1995) , given that public revenues and expenditures are non-stationary, sustainability requires these variables to be cointegrated with a unit slope on expenditures. In the terminology of Quintos (1995) , this is known as strong sustainability. It means that no problems, according to the ongoing fiscal policy, are likely to arise in the future. By contrast, weak sustainability refers to the case when the slope lies between zero and one, regardless of whether revenues and expenditures are cointegrated or not. In this case, although the deficit is sustainable, the government is expected to have difficulty in marketing its debt, thus requiring fiscal reforms. Finally, if the slope on expenditures is equal to zero, then the deficit is not sustainable, in which case the sustainability hypothesis is refuted. Payne (1997) applies this approach to the G7 countries between 1950 and 1990, and rejects the sustainability hypothesis. Similarly, using the same approach to a sample of five countries within the European Union between 1961 and 1995, Papadopoulos and Sidiropoulos (1999) only find evidence of cointegration for Greece and Spain. However, the cointegrating slope on government expenditures is estimated significantly lower than one, suggesting that only the weak form of the sustainability hypothesis is supported. Apparently, despite the strong theoretical appeal of the sustainability hypothesis, most empirical studies tend to reject it.
Although there are many explanations for why the sustainability hypothesis does not seem to hold, this paper focuses on two that might potentially go a long way towards explaining the weak empirical evidence on the cointegration between revenues and expenditures. The first explanation is that conventional time series cointegration tests may have low power against persistent alternatives because of the short sample periods usually employed, see . The second explanation is that the empirical relationship between public revenues and expenditures that is being estimated need not be invariant to policy regime changes, which may lead to structural shifts in both revenues and expenditures, and hence in the relationship between them, see for example Quintos (1995) and Martin (2000) .
However, while very reasonable and potentially appealing, when analyzed separately, these explanations have been found to be empirically inadequate and far from convincing. This paper therefore offers an alternative route. The idea is that to be able to provide any robust evidence on the cointegration between revenues and expenditures, one needs to consider not the low power and the presence of structural change separately but simultaneously. The intuition is simple. On the one hand, while increasing the length of the sample may be justified from a power point of view, it also increases the probability of a break. On the other hand, modifying existing tests so as to accommodate for structural change is typically very costly in terms of power. Therefore, it is the joint consideration of both these aspects that it is likely to be key when testing the sustainability hypothesis.
One way to accomplish this is to resort to panel data, and the recent econometrical advances within this field that make it possible to construct powerful cointegration tools while simultaneously entertaining the possibility of structural change. Applying this approach to a panel of eight rich OECD countries between 1977Q1 and 2005Q4, in contrast to much of the earlier evidence, we are unable to reject the strong sustainability hypothesis. We also provide evidence suggesting that all countries have been subject to several structural breaks representing major changes in fiscal policy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the brief description of the theoretical model of fiscal sustainability, and of the empirical panel data framework that will be used to test it. Section 3 then reports the empirical results, while Section 4 concludes.
Testing the sustainability hypothesis
In this section, we begin with a brief account of the economic theory underlying the sustainability hypothesis, and then we go on to discuss the empirical method that we will use to test it.
Theoretical underpinnings
The theoretical model of sustainability of the fiscal policy starts with the budget constraint of the government at time t, which is given in nominal terms by
F o r P e e r R e v i e w where b t is the stock of public debt, i t is the nominal interest rate payable on the public debt, r t is the government revenue including revenue from seignorage, and g t is the government expenditure excluding interest payments. Of course, these variables are relatively uninteresting as they do not take into account the size of the economy. We therefore follow the conventional practice of rewriting (1) in terms of GDP ratios as
where y t is the nominal GDP, while σ t represents the nominal GDP growth rate. Using capital letters to denote the ratios of the corresponding upper-case variables to nominal GDP, we get
where
, the growth adjusted interest rate. If we assume that the budget constraint in (2) holds continuously at each t, we can use forward substitution to obtain
Now, consider taking expectations conditional on all the information available at time t. Since B t−1 is known at t, the hypothesis that the government obeys its intertemporal budget constraint can be expressed as
This transversality condition, also known as the no Ponzi game rule, says that the public debt-GDP ratio should grow no faster on average than the mean rate of interest, meaning that the principal repayments and interests cannot be financed indefinitely by issuing new debt. It then follows that the current stock of public debt is offset by all current and expected discounted future primary surpluses. 
A time series cointegration test
The empirical literature has developed several tests to investigate whether the transversality condition (3) holds. The particular test opted for in this paper is that of Quintos (1995) , who suggests testing the sustainability hypothesis by examining whether government revenues and expenditures are cointegrated or not. The intuition behind this test lies in first taking differences, and then F o r P e e r R e v i e w rewriting (2) in terms of G t = G t + i * t B t−1 , the total expenditure including interest payments, as
As before, the sustainability hypothesis holds if the expected value of the second term on the right-hand side is zero. One way to test whether this is in fact the case, given that G t and R t possess unit roots, involves first estimating and then testing for cointegration in the following regression
where e t is a mean zero disturbance term. To see what this means for the test of the sustainability hypothesis, note that ∆B t = G t − R t , which together with (5) implies that
As shown by Quintos (1995) , although the sustainability hypothesis holds regardless of the integratedness of ∆B t , the speed with which this happens does not. If ∆B t is stationary, then the second term in (5) vanishes at a much faster rate than if ∆B t is non-stationary. In the terminology of Quintos (1995) , the sustainability of the public deficit is said to be strong if ∆B t is stationary, whereas it is said to be weak if ∆B t is non-stationary.
2
In terms of the regression in (6), by looking at (7), we see that cointegration with β = 1 is enough for strong sustainability, because only then will ∆B t be stationary. But since G t is non-stationary, the sustainability is weak if either β = 1 and there is no cointegration or 0 < β < 1. It follows that 0 < β ≤ 1 is both necessary and sufficient for sustainability, while cointegration is only sufficient. The distinction between strong and weak sustainability is made because although 0 < β < 1 is enough for the sustainability hypothesis to hold, the government is now spending more than it earns, thus making the public debt difficult to market in the long run. Finally, if β ≤ 0 the deficit is no longer sustainable because this would make ∆B t grow faster than the growth rate of the economy, as approximated by the mean interest rate.
3
The above discussion suggests that testing for cointegration is key in this kind of sustainability analysis, not only because of its role in determining strong sustainability but also because we cannot do inference regarding β unless revenues and expenditures are cointegrated.
2 Bergman (2001) extends the results of Quintos (1995) by showing that sufficient condition for government solvency is that government debt is integrated of any finite order.
3 Note that the case with β > 1 is not consistent with a deficit, since revenues are growing faster than expenditures. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w The conventional way in which earlier studies have been trying to test the sustainability hypothesis within this framework involves first estimating (6) by ordinary least squares (OLS) and then testing whether the residuals from that equation can be treated as stationary or not by using any conventional cointegration test. This test is then repeated for every country in the sample, each time using only the sample information for that particular country. Studies based on this approach are generally unable to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration, which is seen to imply that the strong form of the sustainability hypothesis should be rejected. In this paper, we argue that this result should not be taken at face value as a failure to reject the null may well be due to low power.
In fact, it is well known that tests that take no cointegration as the null hypothesis can have very little power against nearly cointegrated alternatives, especially if there are structural breaks present. In a situation like this, it is therefore essential to device tests with increased power. A natural approach to do this would be to combine the sample information obtained from the time series dimension with that obtained from the cross-sectional. This not only increases the power by taking the total number of observations and their variation into account, but also increases the precision of the test by effectively reducing the noise coming from the individual time series regressions. Therefore, one way to augment the power of univariate tests would be to subject the residuals from (6) to a panel data cointegration test.
Unfortunately, most existing tests of this kind rely critically on assuming that the countries are independent of each other, which is unlikely to hold in the present application because of strong intra-economy linkages. Another limitation of most panel cointegration tests is that they ignore the possibility of structural change, which is likely to be the rule rather than the exception in this kind of fiscal data. Thus, a first crucial step in testing the sustainability hypothesis using panel data is to employ tests that allow for structural breaks, and that do not rely to such a large extent on the countries being independent.
A panel cointegration test with breaks
The previous section suggests that testing for cointegration in cross-country dependent data with structural change is key in inferring the sustainability hypothesis. In this section, we outline a test that fits this description, and that is general enough to allow for both cross-country dependence and an unknown number of breaks that may be located at different dates for different countries. In so doing, we will use the index i = 1, ..., N to denote countries, while t again denotes time.
Consider the following panel version of the regression in (6)
where β i is a country specific slope that is assumed to be constant over time, (8) is now non-linear. This poses a serious problem for inference since conventional tests cannot be used to discriminate between cointegration with structural change and the absence of cointegration. This issue was recently addressed by Westerlund (2006) , who develops a panel Lagrange multiplier test for cointegration that allows for multiple structural breaks.
The null hypothesis is formulated as that all the countries in the panel are cointegrated, while the alternative is formulated as that there is at least some country for which cointegration does not hold. The test statistic for this particular hypothesis can be written as
where S it = t s=Tij−1+1 e is and e it is the regression residual obtained by using any efficient estimator of the cointegration vector such as the conventional fully modified OLS (FMOLS) estimator. Given that the countries are independent, and some technical conditions regarding the persistency of the individual time series, Westerlund (2006) shows that Z(M ) reaches the following sequential limit as T → ∞ and then N → ∞ under the null hypothesis
where the mean and variance adjustment terms E(Z(M )) and var(Z(M )) are defined in Westerlund (2006) . Thus, by standardizing Z(M ) by its mean and standard deviation, we obtain a new test statistic that has an asymptotic standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. Under the alternative hypothesis, the statistic diverges to positive infinity suggesting that the right tail of the normal distribution should be used to reject the null. For the estimation of the number of breaks and their locations, Westerlund (2006) suggests using the procedure, which can be implemented in two steps. In the first, the breakpoints are estimated by minimizing the sum of squared residuals for all permissable values of M i . In the second, the estimated breakpoints are used together with the associated sum of squares to estimate the number of breaks using an information criterion. These steps are then repeated N times to obtain the estimated number of breaks and their locations for each country. The fact that both the number of breaks and their locations are treated as unknown here is a clear advantage in comparison to other approaches. For example, most studies that allow for structural change, see Wilcox (1989) and Hakkio and Rush (1991) , often maintain that the breaks are known, which means that they are likely to suffer from pre-test bias. Other studies such as Haug (1995) and Quintos (1995) allow for unknown breakpoints but restrict the number of breaks to one, which is not likely to be the case.
To handle the impact of cross-country dependence Westerlund (2006) suggests using the bootstrap approach. The particular bootstrap scheme opted for in this paper uses the sieve approach of Psaradakis (2003) , who proposes a bootstrapped stationarity test for pure time series. The advantage with this scheme is that it can be modified to preserve not only the cross-country correlations but also the serial correlations.
Empirical results
In this section, we first briefly describe the data, and then we present the empirical unit root and cointegration test results. Finally, we present some results of the estimated cointegration vectors.
Data
The sustainability hypothesis is tested by using quarterly data that covers eight rich OECD countries over the period 1977Q1 to 2005Q4. The countries included in the panel are Canada, Finland, France, Ireland, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The data are taken from the OECD Economic Outlook Database Inventory, updated in February 2006, and include general government receipts and disbursement, and GDP at market prices. As in Section 2, the variables used in the analysis were converted into GDP ratios.
Graphical analysis
In order to get a feeling of the behavior of the fiscal debt situation in the OECD area, we begin with a graphical inspection of the data. To foreshadow the more formal treatment in the next two sections, Figure 1 plots the deficit-GDP ratios of the eight countries in the sample. The figure clearly illustrates that while individually quite dispersed, the series tend to revert back towards a common mean value, which seem to have become more positive in recent years. Thus, if sustainability is to be interpreted as the mean reversion, or stationarity, of the public deficit, it appears that there is some indication of sustainability among the countries.
It is also interesting to consider Figure 1 in view of the major public reforms that has taken place during the length of the sample. The first thing to notice 8 
is increased deficit-GDP ratios in the first half of the sample, which originated with public reforms based on tight monetary and loose fiscal policy (OECD, 2002) . These deficits made it impossible for governments to compensate the spiraling debt interest payments. Hence, in order to stabilize and restore public finances, and to enhance output growth in the long-run, new fiscal rules was put in place in the United States, and the European Union member countries introduced stricter budget deficit and fiscal debt criteria. These reforms have in recent years made it possible for governments to move away from a strategy of controlling unstable debt dynamics, and towards policy actions designed to strengthen the fiscal stance. This improvement in the overall debt-GDP stance in the latter half of the sample is clearly visible in the figure.
Stationarity tests
We begin by considering the integratedness of the government revenue and expenditure series using the panel stationarity test of Carrion-i-Silvestre et al. (2006) cointegration test in the sense that it permits for both cross-country dependence and structural breaks. This is therefore an appropriate test for our purposes. Another similarity with the cointegration test is that the breaks are estimated using the procedure and that the bootstrap is of sieve type. In applying the Carrion-i-Silvestre et al. (2005) test, we follow the recommendation of Newey and West (1994) and use the Bartlett kernel, where the bandwidth parameter is permitted to grow with T at the rate T 1/3 . In estimating the number of breaks, we allow for a maximum of five shifts for each country, which seem sufficient to capture most of the breaks in the data. The exact number of breaks for each country is estimated using the Schwartz information criterion. Also, to ensure that the break date estimator work properly, we set the minimum length of each regime equal to 0.1T . The sieve bootstrap is implemented using a lag length of five and we make 1,000 replications.
As for the deterministic specification, since all variables are expressed in GDP ratios, no time trends are required. Two models are considered. The first assumes a fixed mean while the second allows for up to five breaks in the mean of each series. Among these models, since most of the literature indicates the presence of breaks, the latter stands out as the most natural one. Table 1 shows the results of panel stationary test for each variable. For each model, the first row represents the test value, the second row contains the asymptotic p-values, and the third row contains the bootstrapped p-values. The results from the asymptotic p-values suggest that the null hypothesis of stationary can be safely rejected. However, these values assume that the countries are independent, which is unlikely to hold. In order to account for this dependence, we use the bootstrapped p-values instead. Except for revenues in the structural break model, the conclusions are not altered by taking the crosscountry correlations into account. Thus, since the overall evidence in favor of a rejection is quite overwhelming, we choose to proceed as if the variables are in fact non-stationary.
Cointegration tests
The second step in our analysis is to test whether the variables are cointegrated using the Z(M ) test. The results are presented in the rightmost column of Table  1 . It is seen that the p-values for the model with a fixed constant provide very little support of cointegration. However, these results do not take into account the possibility of structural breaks, and are therefore prone to erroneous conclusions. Indeed, if we allow for structural shifts and cross-country correlation, the null hypothesis of cointegration cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level. We therefore conclude that the variables appear to be cointegrated around a broken intercept. 4 This evidence seems consistent with the gradual shift towards increased business cycles synchronization among the OECD countries, which has substantially affected the fiscal position of many governments, see Fatas and Mihov (2003) . The first break period in the 1980's reflects the effect of the Great Depression, during which the synchronized recession coincided with an increase in real interest rate. This caused a substantial deterioration of the fiscal stance of of governments of rich OECD countries, as the deficits created by the spiralling interest payments could not be offset, see OECD (2002) .
Later, following the Maastricht Treaty and the Stability and Growth Pact in the early 1990's, the fiscal stance of many OECD countries were driven primarily by an increased coordination of both fiscal and monetary policy within the European Monetary Union, see Darvas et al. (2005) . This period is also clearly visible in the table, as indicated by the concentration of breaks in the early 1990's, and seems consistent with the results reported in many earlier studies, see for example . The many breaks in the late 1990's are most likely due to the formation of the European Monetary Union in January 1999.
To further illustrate the importance of accounting for structural change, Figures 2 and 3 plot the revenues-GDP ratio, the dependent variable, together with the fitted trend functions for the models with and without breaks. In the figures, the solid line represents revenues measured as a fraction of GDP, the dashed line represents the model with breaks and the dotted line represents the model without any breaks. It can easily be seen that nearly all revenue series exhibit several level breaks, most of which seem to reflect the effect of economic fluctuations, and changes in the monetary and fiscal policy objectives in the individual countries. Interestingly, it is seen that the revenues-GDP ratio of most countries have been rising during the first half of the sample and falling during the second half, which reflects a more flexible response of the recent fiscal policy of most OECD governments to the economic downturn.
More importantly, we see that the trend lines for the model with breaks seem to provide a very good fit to the revenues for all eight countries. By contrast, the trend lines for the model without breaks are generally incapable of accounting for the all variation in revenues, thus leading to a poor fit. This effect is particularly striking for the United States. 
Cointegration estimation
Since the variables appear to be cointegrated, it is possible to estimate and test whether the cointegrating slope is indeed equal to one as required by sustainability hypothesis.
It is well known that the OLS estimator is consistent under fairly general conditions when applied to the cointegrated regression in (6). Unfortunately, if the regressor is endogenous, then this estimator suffers from nuisance parameter dependencies even asymptotically, which makes it a poor candidate for inference. To account for this, in addition to using OLS, we employ both FMOLS and dynamic OLS (DOLS) panel estimation techniques, see Kao and Chiang (2000) . All three estimators are based on pooling along the cross-sectional dimension, and are appropriate for testing the null hypothesis that β i = 1 for all i against the alternative hypothesis that β i is equal to some common slope value, which is different from unity.
Moreover, as when testing for stationarity and cointegration in panel data, the presence of cross-country dependence makes inference based on the asymptotic normal distribution inappropriate, in which case bootstrap inference might be better. The particular bootstrap opted for this section is taken from Chang et al. (2006) , who propose a sieve resampling scheme that preserves the serial correlation properties of the errors, and that can be generalized along the lines 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 of Westerlund (2006) to also accommodate cross-country dependence. As an indication of the severity of this problem, we applied the Pesaran (2004) test of cross-section correlation to the OLS residuals of the estimated cointegrated regression.
5 The computed test value was 4.98, which, when compared to the right tail of the asymptotic normal distribution, lead to a clear rejection of the no correlation null at all conventional significance levels. Thus, cross-country correlation is indeed a problem that needs to be addressed.
The results from the OLS, FMOLS and DOLS estimators are reported in Table 3 together with the double-sided p-values for the null hypothesis of a unit slope. The first thing to notice is that the estimated slopes lie very close to their hypothesized values of one. Indeed, the range of the estimated slopes is 0.909 to 0.934. The closeness of these estimates to their expected value based on the sustainability hypothesis is supported by the p-values.
Indeed, by looking at the p-values based on the asymptotic normal distribution, we see that the null hypothesis of a unit slope cannot be rejected even at the most generous 10 percent level. The results from the bootstrapped p-values, which allow for cross-country dependence, are even more supportive of the unit slope null, and are all well above 0.6. Thus, based on this evidence we cannot 5 The Pesaran (2004) test is basically the average pair-wise correlation coefficient of the regression residuals, which has an asymptotic normal distribution under the null hypothesis of no cross-correlation. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w reject the null hypothesis of a unit slope in the panel. Thus, in contrast to much of the earlier evidence regarding the sustainability of fiscal policy, we are unable to reject the sustainability hypothesis for the panel as a whole.
Concluding remarks
Earlier empirical research based on testing for stationarity of public debt and budget deficit has tended to reject the hypothesis of fiscal sustainability. As a response to this, recent work within this field has turned towards more flexible testing approaches based on cointegration. The idea is that if fiscal policy is sustainable, then government revenues and expenditures should be cointegrated with a unit slope on expenditures. Unfortunately, the results of the earlier studies have not been very convincing.
In this paper, we provide some insights suggesting that the weak empirical support of the sustainability hypothesis may be due to inadequate econometric methods. In particular, we argue that a failure of accounting for structural breaks and the poor precision of commonly applied time series tests may well result in a rejection of the sustainability hypothesis. To circumvent these problems, we resort to some recent advances in the area of non-stationary panel data. These methods are more powerful than conventional time series methods, and are general enough to allow for cross-country dependence and an unknown number of structural breaks in the cointegrating relationship.
Based on data covering eight rich OECD countries over the period from 1977Q1 to 2005Q4, we show that revenues and expenditures are non-stationary and cointegrated. We also provide evidence suggesting that the null hypothesis of a common unit slope on expenditures cannot be rejected, suggesting that the sustainability hypothesis cannot be rejected. The results on the estimated structural breaks are suggestive of strong structural instability, and are compatible with the findings of many earlier studies such as Quintos (1995), Martin (2000) and . Some of the estimated breaks are related to the increased business cycle synchronization among the OECD countries, while others are related to the policy interventions resulting from the increased coordination of the monetary and fiscal policy within the European community.
Thus, although there is a growing concern about increased budget deficits within the OECD area, our results indicate that after taking into account structural change and economic growth, the budget of the eight rich countries considered in this study has in fact been balanced, at least intertemporally over the sample considered. In other words, for these countries the sequence of primary surpluses has been sufficient to cover the marked value of public debt. Thus, from an historical point of view, there is no reason to be concerned about the public debt situation.
This finding is in agreement with the results reported by Quintos (1995) for the United States, and is particularly interesting in view of the recent discus- 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w sion regarding the effect of the projected increase in future public liabilities to age-related public spending and health care on public finances during the demographic transition of OECD countries to older societies. Our results imply that if governments are able to raise revenues at the same rate as the expected increase in spending, so that revenues and expenditures are one-to-one in the long run, then one need not worry about the future public debt situation. 1981Q1 1987Q2 1990Q2 1996Q2 2001Q3 Finland 4 1984Q3 1988Q2 1999Q4 2002Q4 − France 5 1979Q4 1992Q1 1996Q2 1999Q1 2002Q1 Ireland 3 1983Q1 1987Q4 2001Q1 − − Japan 5 1979Q4 1983Q4 1987Q1 1993Q1 1998Q2 Sweden 5 1983Q1 1986Q4 1992Q1 1996Q2 2001Q2 United Kingdom 4 1980Q3 1986Q4 1992Q2 1998Q1 − United States 5 1980Q3 1987Q2 1994Q2 1997Q3 2002Q1 Notes: The breaks are estimated using the procedure with a maximum number of five breaks for each state. The minimum length of each break regime is set to 0.1T . is constrained by the need to finance the government deficit, which over the longer term implies that the market value of public debt must be offset by the present value of all discounted future budget surpluses. In other words, the fiscal policy is sustainable if the discounted value of debt is zero in the limit. This is the essence of the sustainability hypothesis. If the hypothesis holds, then the ongoing fiscal policy can, at least in principle, be maintained indefinitely, whereas if it fails, then there is a need for discretionary policy actions. In particular, a failure implies that the government will inevitably run into problems in managing its debt, thus requiring compensation in terms of higher interest rates leading to a slowdown in the economic growth.
Thus, from a policy point of view, the issue of whether the sustainability hypothesis holds or not is indeed an important one. Because of this, and because of the growing concern regarding the debt situation in many OECD countries, sustainability analysis has received much interest in recent empirical research. Most of the earlier work in this field focused on the stationarity of public deficit and debt as a way to empirically test the sustainability hypothesis. Prominent examples include, among others, Wilcox (1989) , MacDonald (1992), Hakkio and Rush (1991) and Quintos (1995) for the United States, Smith and Zin (1991) for Canada, for Italy, Olekalns (2000) for Australia, and perhaps most recently Kirchgaessner and Prohl (2006) for Switzerland. The overall picture being that the sustainability hypothesis does not hold.
As a response to this, more recent work has moved away from examining the stationarity of debt, and towards more flexible testing strategies based on cointegration. In particular, as shown by Quintos (1995) , given that public revenues and expenditures are non-stationary, sustainability requires these variables to be cointegrated with a unit slope on expenditures. In the terminology of Quintos (1995) , this is known as strong sustainability. It means that no problems, according to the ongoing fiscal policy, are likely to arise in the future. By contrast, weak sustainability refers to the case when the slope 2 Although there are many explanations for why the sustainability hypothesis does not hold, this paper focuses on two that might potentially go a long way towards explaining the weak empirical evidence on the cointegration between revenues and expenditures. The first explanation is that conventional time series cointegration tests may have low power against persistent alternatives because of the short sample periods usually employed, see .
The second explanation is that the empirical relationship between public revenues and expenditures that is being estimated need not be invariant to policy regime changes, which may lead to structural shifts in both revenues and expenditures, and hence in the relationship between them, see for example Quintos (1995) and Martin (2000) .
However, while very reasonable and potentially appealing, when analyzed separately, these explanations have been found to be empirically inadequate and far from convincing. This paper therefore offers an alternative route. The idea is that, to be able to provide any robust evidence on the cointegration between revenues and expenditures, one needs to consider not the low power and the presence of structural change separately but simultaneously. The 3 justified from a power point of view, it also increases the probability of a break. On the other hand, modifying existing tests so as to accommodate for structural change is typically very costly in terms of power. Therefore, it is the joint consideration of both these aspects that it is likely to be key approach when testing the sustainability hypothesis.
One way to accomplish this is to resort to panel data, and the recent econometrical advances within this field that make it possible to construct power- we are unable to reject the strong sustainability hypothesis. We also provide evidence suggesting that all countries have been subject to several structural breaks representing major changes in fiscal policy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the brief description of the theoretical model of fiscal sustainability and the empirical panel data framework that will be used to test it. Section 3 then reports the empirical results, while Section 4 concludes.
Testing the sustainability hypothesis
Theoretical underpinnings
The theoretical model of sustainability of the fiscal policy starts with the budget constraint of the government at time t, which is given in nominal terms by (1) in terms of GDP ratios as
As shown by Quintos (1995) , although the sustainability hypothesis holds regardless of the integratedness of ∆B t , the speed with which this happens does not. If ∆B t is stationary, then the second term in (5) vanishes at a much faster rate than if ∆B t is non-stationary. In the terminology of Quintos (1995), the sustainability of the public deficit is said to be strong if ∆B t is stationary, whereas it is said to be weak if ∆B t is non-stationary.
In terms of the regression in (6), by looking at (7), we see that cointegration with β = 1 is enough for strong sustainability, because only then will ∆B t be 6 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w stationary. But since G t is non-stationary, the sustainability is weak if either β = 1 and there is no cointegration or 0 < β < 1. It follows that 0 < β ≤ 1 is both necessary and sufficient for sustainability, while cointegration is only sufficient. The distinction between strong and weak sustainability is made because although 0 < β < 1 is enough for the sustainability hypothesis to hold, the government is now spending more than it earns, thus making the public debt difficult to market in the long run. Finally, if β ≤ 0, then the deficit is no longer sustainable, because this would make ∆B t grow faster than the growth rate of the economy, as approximated by the mean interest rate. 2
The conventional way in which earlier studies have been trying to test the sustainability hypothesis within this framework involves first estimating (6) by ordinary least squares (OLS) and then testing whether the residuals from that equation can be treated as stationary or not by using any conventional cointegration test. This test is then repeated for every country in the sample, each time using only the sample information for that particular country. Studies based on this approach are generally unable to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration, which is seen to imply that the strong form of the sustainability hypothesis should be rejected. In this paper, we argue that this result should not be taken at face value as a failure to reject the null may well be due to low power.
In fact, it is well known that tests that take no cointegration as the null hypothesis can have very little power against nearly cointegrated alternatives, especially if there are structural breaks present. In a situation like this, it is therefore essential to device tests with increased power. A natural approach Unfortunately, most existing tests of this kind rely critically on assuming that the countries are independent of each other, which is unlikely to hold in the present application because of strong intra-economy linkages. Another limitation of most panel cointegration tests is that they ignore the possibility of structural change, which is likely to be the rule rather than the exception in this kind of fiscal data. Thus, a first crucial step in testing the sustainability hypothesis using panel data is to employ tests that allow for structural breaks, and that do not rely to such a large extent on the countries being independent.
A panel cointegration test with breaks
where β i is a country specific slope that is assumed to be constant over time, while α ij is a country specific intercept that is subject to M i structural breaks.
In other words, there are M i + 1 regimes for each country i with the j th regime running form T ij−1 to T ij time series observations. The null hypothesis is formulated as that all the countries in the panel are cointegrated, while the alternative is formulated as that there is at least some country for which cointegration does not hold. The test statistic for this particular hypothesis can be written as
where S it = t s=T ij−1 +1 e is and e it is the regression residual obtained by using any efficient estimator of the cointegration vector such as the conventional fully modified OLS (FMOLS) estimator. Given that the countries are independent, and some technical conditions regarding the persistency of the individual time series, Westerlund (2005) shows that Z(M ) reaches the following sequential limit as T → ∞ and then N → ∞ under the null hypothesis
where the mean and variance adjustment terms E(Z(M )) and var(Z(M )) are defined in Westerlund (2005) . Thus, by standardizing Z(M ) by its mean and standard deviation, we obtain a new test statistic that has an asymptotic standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. Under the alternative hypothesis, the statistic diverges to positive infinity suggesting that the right tail of the normal distribution should be used to reject the null. (1989) and Hakkio and Rush (1991) , often maintain that the breaks are known, which means that they are likely to suffer from pre-test bias. Other studies such as Haug (1995) and Quintos (1995) allow for unknown breakpoints but restrict the number of breaks to one, which is not likely to be the case.
To handle the impact of cross-country dependence Westerlund (2005) suggests using the bootstrap approach. The particular bootstrap scheme opted for in this paper uses the sieve approach of Psaradakis (2003), who proposes a bootstrapped stationarity test for pure time series. The advantage with this scheme is that it can be modified to preserve not only the cross-country correlations but also the serial correlations.
Empirical results
In this section, we first briefly describe the data, and then we present the empirical unit root and cointegration test results. Finally, we present some results on the estimated cointegration vectors.
Data
We test the sustainability hypothesis by using the quarterly data that covers 
Stationarity tests
We begin by considering the integratedness of the government revenue and expenditure series using the panel stationarity test of Carrion-i-Silvestre et al.
( 2005), which is very similar to the Westerlund (2005) cointegration test in the sense that it permits for both cross-country dependence and structural breaks.
This is therefore an appropriate test for our purposes. Another similarity with the cointegration test is that the breaks are estimated using the procedure and that the bootstrap of the sieve type.
In applying the Carrion-i-Silvestre et al. (2005) test, we follow the recommendation of Newey and West (1994) and use the Bartlett kernel, where the bandwidth parameter is permitted to grow with T at the rate T 1/3 . In estimating the number of breaks, we allow for a maximum of five shifts for each country, which seem sufficient to capture most of the breaks in the data. The exact number of breaks for each country is estimated using the Schwartz information criterion. Also, to ensure that the break date estimator work properly, we set the minimum length of each regime equal to 0.1T . The sieve bootstrap is implemented using a lag length of five and we make 1,000 replications.
As for the deterministic specification, since all variables are expressed in GDP ratios, no time trends are required. Two models are considered. The first assumes a fixed mean while the second allows for up to five breaks in the mean of each series. Among these models, since most of the literature indicates the presence of breaks, the latter stands out as the most natural one. 
Cointegration tests
The second step in our analysis is to test whether the variables are cointegrated using the Z(M ) test. The results are presented in the rightmost column of take into account the possibility of structural breaks, and are therefore prone to erroneous conclusions. Indeed, if we allow for structural shifts and crosscountry correlation, the null hypothesis of cointegration cannot be rejected at the 5 percent level. We therefore conclude that the variables appear to be cointegrated around a broken intercept. Table 2 reports the estimated breakpoints obtained from the procedure. It is seen that there are at least three breaks for each country, which is indicative of structural instability. This evidence seems consistent with the gradual shift towards increased business cycles synchronization among the OECD countries, which has substantially affected the fiscal position of many governments, see Fatas and Mihov (2003) . 
Cointegration estimation
It is well known that the OLS estimator is consistent under fairly general conditions when applied to the cointegrated regression in (7). Unfortunately, if the regressor is endogenous, then this estimator suffers from nuisance parameter dependencies even asymptotically, which makes it a poor candidate for inference. To account for this, in addition to using OLS, we employ both FMOLS and dynamic OLS (DOLS) panel estimation techniques, see Kao and Chiang (2000) . All three estimators are based on pooling along the crosssectional dimension, and are appropriate for testing the null hypothesis that β i = 1 for all i against the alternative hypothesis that β i is equal to some common slope value, which is different from unity.
Moreover, as when testing for stationarity and cointegration in panel data, the presence of cross-country dependence makes inference based on the asymptotic normal distribution inappropriate, in which case bootstrap inference might be better. The particular bootstrap opted for this section is taken from Chang et al. (2006) , who propose a sieve resampling scheme that preserves the serial correlation properties of the errors, and that can be generalized along the lines of Westerlund (2006) to also accommodate cross-country dependence. As an indication of the severity of this problem, we applied the Pesaran (2004) test of cross-section correlation to the OLS residuals of the estimated cointegrated regression. The computed test value was 4.98, which, when compared to the right tail of the asymptotic normal distribution, lead to a clear rejection of the no correlation null at all conventional significance levels. Thus, cross-country correlation is indeed a problem that needs to be addressed.
The results from the OLS, FMOLS and DOLS estimators are reported in 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we provide some insights suggesting that the weak empirical support of the sustainability hypothesis may be due to inadequate econometric methods. In particular, we argue that a failure of accounting for structural breaks and the poor precision of commonly applied time series tests may well result in a rejection of the sustainability hypothesis. To circumvent these problems, we resort to some recent advances in the area of non-stationary panel data. These methods are more powerful than conventional time series methods, and are general enough to allow for cross-country dependence and an unknown number of structural breaks in the cointegrating relationship. and cointegrated. We also provide evidence suggesting that the null hypothesis of a common unit slope on expenditures cannot be rejected, suggesting that the sustainability hypothesis cannot be rejected. The results on the estimated structural breaks are suggestive of strong structural instability, and are compatible with the findings of many earlier studies such as Quintos (1995), Martin (2000) and . Some of the estimated breaks are related to the increased business cycle synchronization among the OECD countries, and the policy interventions resulting from the increased coordination of the monetary and fiscal policy within the European community. 1981Q1 1987Q2 1990Q2 1996Q2 2001Q3 Finland 4 1984Q3 1988Q2 1999Q4 2002Q4 − France 5 1979Q4 1992Q1 1996Q2 1999Q1 2002Q1 Ireland 3 1983Q1 1987Q4 2001Q1 − − Japan 5 1979Q4 1983Q4 1987Q1 1993Q1 1998Q2 Sweden 5 1983Q1 1986Q4 1992Q1 1996Q2 2001Q2 United Kingdom 4 1980Q3 1986Q4 1992Q2 1998Q1 − United States 5 1980Q3 1987Q2 1994Q2 1997Q3 2002Q1 Notes: The breaks are estimated using the procedure with a maximum number of five breaks for each state. The minimum length of each break regime is set to 0.1T . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
